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“Unisex shower gel still dominates the market and men are
at the early stage to use male-specialised shower products.

Further competition lies in fragrance and value-added
functions such as sensory experience. Offline channels,

especially beauty vertical channels should be invested in.”
– Vicky Zhou, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Involving men to the market
• How to capture the premiumisation opportunity?
• Offline channels deserve attention

The soap, bath and shower products market maintained stable growth in 2018 and Mintel forecasts the
market to grow at a value CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of 2.2% over 2018-23. The rising
awareness of hygiene, cultivation on male market, upgraded needs for fragrance and self-indulgence,
and more standardised regulation are contributing to the market’s growth.

Unisex shower gel is the most purchased product, followed by hand liquid and soap. Male shower gel
and shower mousse/foam have a much smaller consumer base compared to unisex shower gel, so
brands still need to put more effort on the education of these products. Fragrance and relaxation
function are emerging demands. In terms of purchase channels, while offline channels, particularly
regular supermarkets/hypermarkets, are still dominating the market, online channels have shown more
potential especially in reaching young consumers.
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Innovation and online buzz are important

Providing an emotional connection should be next priority

Fresh scent is more favoured than floral and fruit

RMB50 is the most easily adopted price for a 500ml shower gel

Shower gel is the leading body wash product rather than soap
Figure 40: Purchased soap, bath and shower products in the last six months, September 2018
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Figure 41: Purchased soap in the last six months (bought for my shelf), by select demographics, September 2018
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Figure 48: Purchase channels of unisex shower gel in the last six months, September 2018

Male shower gels are bought more from online shopping websites and health and beauty chain retailers
Figure 49: Purchase channels of unisex shower gel and male shower gel in the last six months, September 2018

High earners visit vertical channels more

Reasonable consumers
Figure 50: Purchase factors for a soap, bath and shower product, September 2018

Online factors still appeal to younger consumers
Figure 51: Purchase factors for a soap, bath and shower product, by select demographics, September 2018

High earners want to try new products
Figure 52: Purchase factors for a soap, bath and shower product, by select demographics, September 2018

Online buzz also drives high earners to buy

Sleep aid function is appealing…

Purchased Products

Purchase Channels

Purchase Factor

Premium Product Factors
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Figure 53: Functions or claims that would pay more for, September 2018
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Figure 56: TURF analysis of premium product factors, September 2018
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20s worry about acne while 30s and 40s seek protection from pollution
Figure 59: Functions or claims that would pay more for, by select demographics, September 2018
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Who are more willing to pay for premium price?
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Bath infusions have opportunity among Mintropolitans
Figure 73: Purchased soap, bath and shower products (bought for myself) in the last six months, by select demographics, September
2018

Preferred Product Features

Price Sensitivity

Meet the Mintropolitans
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Prudent Mintropolitans
Figure 74: Purchase factors for a soap, bath and shower product, by select demographics, September 2018

Mintropolitans look for more functions
Figure 75: Functions or claims that would pay more for, by select demographics, September 2018
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Figure 80: Total value sales of bath products market, China 2013-23
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Abbreviations
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